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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

any 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- {any} but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds 
in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

but 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any {but} (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds 
in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

can-]not 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [{can-]not}, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

compounds 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
{compounds} in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

forbear 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X {forbear}, + God forbid, + lack, 
lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

forbid 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God {forbid}, + lack, 
lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

God 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial);
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + {God} forbid, + lack, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds 
in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise {in}), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 



expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used {in} compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds {in} 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

lack 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial);
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + {lack}, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds 
in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

neither 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
{neither}, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

never 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, {never}, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

no 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
{no} (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

none 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), {none}, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

nor 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, {nor}, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

not 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that {not}, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

nothing 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 



neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, {nothing}, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

Often 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. {Often} used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

presses 3342 ## yeqeb {yeh'-keb}; from an unused root meaning to excavate; a trough (as dug out); 
specifically, a wine-vat (whether the lower one, into which the juice drains; or the upper, in which the 
grapes are crushed): -- fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(-press). 

relations 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same {relations}. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

same 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the {same} relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

See 3363. lest 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an 
absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative 
answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, {lest}, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often 
used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

substantially 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an 
absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative 
answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often 
used in compounds in {substantially} the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

taken 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[{-taken}], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

that 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial);
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, {that} not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

that 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial);
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but ({that}), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds 
in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 



the 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially {the} same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

un 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, {un}[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

used 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often {used} in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

wise 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial);
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X {wise} in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

without 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], {without}. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

expresses 3361 - me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 {expresses} an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un [-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378. 

expresses 3700 - optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle 
voice) optomai {op'-tom-ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze 
(i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 0991, which denotes simply 
voluntary observation; and from 1492, which {expresses} merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while
2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 
4648 a watching from a distance): -- appear, look, see, shew self. 

presses 03342 ## yeqeb {yeh'- keb} ; from an unused root meaning to excavate ; a trough (as dug out) ; 
specifically , a wine-vat (whether the lower one , into which the juice drains ; or the upper , in which the 
grapes are crushed) : -- fats , {presses} , press-fat , wine (- press) . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3361 + or + no + nor + Nor + none + Lest + lest + means + in no + Let no + are no + take no + without + 
nothing + That no + that no + neither + Neither + me lest + him lest + her lest + not lest + And lest + with 
one + day lest + take ye no + to forbear + and let no + there be no + there is no + And have no + it is of no + 
things lest + And that no + having never + unto you lest + to anger lest + standeth lest + that ye cannot + 
unto them lest + diligently lest + that there is no + unto you Take no + when there is no + so that she is no + 
that there is any + things which cannot + that man and have no + Notwithstanding lest + him that there be 
no + That there should be no + thing and that there be no +/ . me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 + No + no + Nay + nay + nor + When + none + never + be no + us no + me no + of 
no + is no + as no + we no + and no + And no + cannot + And no + him No + had no + I none + him no + 
thee no + neither + that no + and nay + Neither + nothing + hath no + have no + it is no + him none + and is 
no + that never + men cannot + he is none + There is no + For nothing + had nothing + and have no + they 
cannot + there is no + there be no + and neither + he had never + there was no + than they No + There hath 
no + there is none + shall have no + There is none + then should no + and ye laid no + it and that no + for 
there is no + For there is no + and there is no + that they be no + There is neither + unto him neither + and 
in him is no + there is neither + for they neither + thou hast had no + Thou shalt do no + from them neither 
+ and there is none + there shall be no + and there shall no + that there was none + yet found they none + 
And there shall be no + for there shall be no + in yourselves neither + and there shall be no + away ; and 
there was no +/ expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 + No + no + Nay + nay + nor + When + none + 
never + be no + us no + me no + of no + is no + as no + we no + and no + And no + cannot + And no + him 
No + had no + I none + him no + thee no + neither + that no + and nay + Neither + nothing + hath no + have
no + it is no + him none + and is no + that never + men cannot + he is none + There is no + For nothing + 
had nothing + and have no + they cannot + there is no + there be no + and neither + he had never + there 
was no + than they No + There hath no + there is none + shall have no + There is none + then should no + 
and ye laid no + it and that no + for there is no + For there is no + and there is no + that they be no + There 
is neither + unto him neither + and in him is no + there is neither + for they neither + thou hast had no + 
Thou shalt do no + from them neither + and there is none + there shall be no + and there shall no + that 
there was none + yet found they none + And there shall be no + for there shall be no + in yourselves neither 
+ and there shall be no + away ; and there was no +/ expects an affirmative one]) whether: --any but (that), 
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without . Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations . See also 3362 + any + 
except + Except + I except + ye except + but except + to me except + can ye except + from me except + unto 
me except + and said Except + unto him Except + unto you Except + unto them Except + unto thee Except +
unto you That except +/ , 3363, 3364 + no + nor + ever + case + means + at all + thee nor + thee in any + 
shall in no + I will never + shall by any + with thee yet + ye shall in no + in thee ; and no + not after them 
nor + to me I will in no + which ye shall in no + And there shall in no + unto thee Thou shalt by no +/ , 3372 
+ and length + The length + and the length +/ , 3373 + and grow +/ , 3375, 3378 . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

3 - presses 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

presses 3342 -- yeqeb -- fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(-press).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- presses , 3342 ,

- winepresses , 3342 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

presses Isa_16_10 # And gladness is taken away, and joy out of the plentiful field; and in the vineyards 
there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting: the treaders shall tread out no wine in [their] 
presses; I have made [their vintage] shouting to cease.

presses Neh_13_15 # In those days saw I in Judah [some] treading wine presses on the sabbath, and 
bringing in sheaves, and lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which 
they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day: and I testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold 
victuals.

presses Pro_03_10 # So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wine.

winepresses Jer_48_33 # And joy and gladness is taken from the plentiful field, and from the land of Moab; 
and I have caused wine to fail from the winepresses: none shall tread with shouting; [their] shouting [shall 
be] no shouting.

winepresses Job_24_11 # [Which] make oil within their walls, [and] tread [their] winepresses, and suffer 
thirst.

winepresses Zec_14_10 # All the land shall be turned as a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem: 
and it shall be lifted up, and inhabited in her place, from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate, 
unto the corner gate, and [from] the tower of Hananeel unto the king's winepresses.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

presses I have Isa_16_10 # And gladness is taken away, and joy out of the plentiful field; and in the 
vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting: the treaders shall tread out no wine in 
[their] presses; I have made [their vintage] shouting to cease.

presses on the Neh_13_15 # In those days saw I in Judah [some] treading wine presses on the sabbath, and 
bringing in sheaves, and lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which 
they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day: and I testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold 
victuals.

presses shall burst Pro_03_10 # So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with 
new wine.

winepresses and suffer Job_24_11 # [Which] make oil within their walls, [and] tread [their] winepresses, 
and suffer thirst.

winepresses none shall Jer_48_33 # And joy and gladness is taken from the plentiful field, and from the 
land of Moab; and I have caused wine to fail from the winepresses: none shall tread with shouting; [their] 
shouting [shall be] no shouting.

winepresses Zec_14_10 # All the land shall be turned as a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem: 
and it shall be lifted up, and inhabited in her place, from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate, 
unto the corner gate, and [from] the tower of Hananeel unto the king's winepresses.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

presses ^ Isa_16_10 / presses /^I have made [their vintage] shouting to cease. 

presses ^ Neh_13_15 / presses /^on the sabbath, and bringing in sheaves, and lading asses; as also wine, 
grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day: and I
testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold victuals. 

presses ^ Pro_03_10 / presses /^shall burst out with new wine. 

winepresses ^ Zec_14_10 / winepresses /^ 

winepresses ^ Job_24_11 / winepresses /^and suffer thirst. 

winepresses ^ Jer_48_33 / winepresses /^none shall tread with shouting; [their] shouting [shall be] no 
shouting. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

presses 1Sa_16_10 And gladness is taken away, and joy out of the plentiful field; and in the vineyards there 
shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting: the treaders shall tread out no wine in [their] {presses}; 
I have made [their vintage] shouting to cease. 

presses Neh_13_15 In those days saw I in Judah [some] treading wine {presses} on the sabbath, and 
bringing in sheaves, and lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which 
they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day: and I testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold 
victuals. 

presses Pro_03_10 So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy {presses} shall burst out with new wine. 

winepresses Jer_48_33 And joy and gladness is taken from the plentiful field, and from the land of Moab; 
and I have caused wine to fail from the {winepresses}: none shall tread with shouting; [their] shouting [shall
be] no shouting. 

winepresses Job_24_11 [Which] make oil within their walls, [and] tread [their] {winepresses}, and suffer 
thirst. 

winepresses Zec_14_10 All the land shall be turned as a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem: 
and it shall be lifted up, and inhabited in her place, from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate, 
unto the corner gate, and [from] the tower of Hananeel unto the king's {winepresses}. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
presses Isa_16_10 And gladness (08057 +simchah ) is taken (00622 +)acaph ) away , and joy (01524 +giyl ) 
out of the plentiful (03759 +karmel ) field ; and in the vineyards (03754 +kerem ) there shall be no (03808 
+lo) ) singing (07442 +ranan ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) shall there be shouting (00731 +)arzah ):the treaders 
(01869 +darak ) shall tread (01869 +darak ) out no (03808 +lo) ) wine (03196 +yayin ) in [ their ] {presses} 
(03342 +yeqeb ) ; I have made [ their vintage ] shouting (01959 +heydad ) to cease (07673 +shabath ) . 

presses Neh_13_15 . In those (01992 +hem ) days (03117 +yowm ) saw (07200 +ra)ah ) I in Judah (03063 
+Y@huwdah ) [ some ] treading (01869 +darak ) wine {presses} on the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) , and 
bringing (00935 +bow) ) in sheaves (06194 +(arem ) , and lading (06006 +(amac ) asses (02543 +chamowr ) ; 
as also (00637 +)aph ) wine (03196 +yayin ) , grapes (06025 +(enab ) , and figs (08384 +t@)en ) , and all 
(03605 +kol ) [ manner of ] burdens (04853 +massa) ) , which they brought (00935 +bow) ) into Jerusalem 
(03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) on the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) day (03117 +yowm ):and I testified (05749 
+(uwd ) [ against them ] in the day (03117 +yowm ) wherein they sold (04376 +makar ) victuals (06718 
+tsayid ) . 

presses Pro_03_10 So shall thy barns (00618 +)acam ) be filled (04390 +male) ) with plenty (07647 +saba( ) , 
and thy {presses} (03342 +yeqeb ) shall burst (06555 +parats ) out with new (08492 +tiyrowsh ) wine (08492 
+tiyrowsh ) . 

winepresses Jer_48_33 And joy (08057 +simchah ) and gladness (08057 +simchah ) is taken (00622 +)acaph 
) from the plentiful (03759 +karmel ) field , and from the land (00776 +)erets ) of Moab (04124 +Mow)ab ) ; 
and I have caused wine (03196 +yayin ) to fail (07673 +shabath ) from the {winepresses} (03342 +yeqeb 
):none (03808 +lo) ) shall tread (01869 +darak ) with shouting (01959 +heydad ) ; [ their ] shouting (01959 
+heydad ) [ shall be ] no (03808 +lo) ) shouting (01959 +heydad ) . 

winepresses Job_24_11 [ Which ] make oil (06671 +tsahar ) within (00996 +beyn ) their walls (07791 
+shuwr ) , [ and ] tread (01869 +darak ) [ their ] {winepresses} (03342 +yeqeb ) , and suffer thirst (06770 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


+tsame) ) . 

winepresses Zec_14_10 All (03605 +kol ) the land (00776 +)erets ) shall be turned (05437 +cabab ) as a plain
(06160 +(arabah ) from Geba (01387 +Geba( ) to Rimmon (07417 +Rimmown ) south (05045 +negeb ) of 
Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ):and it shall be lifted (07213 +ra)am ) up , and inhabited (03427 
+yashab ) in her place (08478 +tachath ) , from Benjamin s (01144 +Binyamiyn ) gate (08179 +sha(ar ) unto 
the place (04725 +maqowm ) of the first (07223 +ri)shown ) gate (08179 +sha(ar ) , unto the corner (06434 
+pen ) gate (08179 +sha(ar ) , and [ from ] the tower (04026 +migdal ) of Hananeel (02606 +Chanan)el ) 
unto the king s (04428 +melek ) {winepresses} (03342 +yeqeb ) . 
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presses , ISA , 16:10 presses , NE , 13:15 presses , PR , 3:10 winepresses , ZEC , 14:10 winepresses , JER , 48:33 
winepresses , JOB , 24:11 God 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + {God} forbid, 
+ lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql Often 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. {Often} used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql any 3361 # me {may}; a primary 
particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) 
lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- 
{any} but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing,
that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 
3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql appear 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form 
of the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate
of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which 
denotes simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual 
vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued 
inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- {appear}, look, see, shew self.[ql but 3361 # me {may}; a 
primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any {but} (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See 
also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql cannot 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X 
forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [{can-]not}, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql compounds 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
{compounds} in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql forbear 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X {forbear}, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no 
(X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql forbid 3361 # me {may}; a primary 
particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) 
lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- 
any but (that), X forbear, + God {forbid}, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing,
that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 
3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds {in} substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 #
me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not,
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise {in}), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See 
also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation 
(whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative 



implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + 
God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. 
Often used {in} compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 
3378.[ql lack 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 
3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + {lack}, lest, neither, 
never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql lest 3361 # me {may}; a 
primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, {lest}, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See 
also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql look 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) 
prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and 
both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 
991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or 
casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued 
inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- appear, {look}, see, shew self.[ql neither 3361 # me {may}; a
primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, {neither}, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See 
also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql never 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X 
forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, {never}, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql no 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses
an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 
neither, never, {no} (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql none 3361 
# me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) 
not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an 
affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), 
{none}, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same 
relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql nor 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, {nor}, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql not 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that {not}, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql nothing 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, {nothing}, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql relations 3361 # me {may}; a primary 
particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) 
lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- 
any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, 
that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same {relations}. See also 3362, 3363, 



3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql same 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the {same} relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql see 3700 
# optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai 
{op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open 
eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and 
from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically 
its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- 
appear, look, {see}, shew self.[ql self 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of 
the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of
3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes 
simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while
2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 
a watching from a distance): -- appear, look, see, shew {self}.[ql shew 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a 
(middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in 
certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and 
thus differing from 991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely 
mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an 
earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- appear, look, see, {shew} self.[ql 
substantially 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 
3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
{substantially} the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql that 3361 # me {may}; 
a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, {that} not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. 
See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql that 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but ({that}), 
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql the 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially {the} same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql un 3361 
# me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) 
not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an 
affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), 
none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, {un}[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same 
relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql used 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often {used} in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql wise 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X {wise} in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql without 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 



(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], {without}. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql presses Interlinear Index Study presses 
NEH 013 015 . In those <01992 +hem > days <03117 +yowm > saw <07200 +ra>ah > I in Judah <03063 
+Y@huwdah > [ some ] treading <01869 +darak > wine {presses} on the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , and 
bringing <00935 +bow> > in sheaves <06194 + , and lading <06006 + asses <02543 +chamowr > ; as also 
<00637 +>aph > wine <03196 +yayin > , grapes <06025 + , and figs <08384 +t@>en > , and all <03605 +kol > [ 
manner of ] burdens <04853 +massa> > , which they brought <00935 +bow> > into Jerusalem <03389 
+Y@ruwshalaim > on the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > day <03117 +yowm > : and I testified <05749 + [ against 
them ] in the day <03117 +yowm > wherein they sold <04376 +makar > victuals <06718 +tsayid > . presses PRO 
003 010 So shall thy barns <00618 +>acam > be filled <04390 +male> > with plenty <07647 +saba< > , and thy 
{presses} <03342 +yeqeb > shall burst <06555 +parats > out with new <08492 +tiyrowsh > wine <08492 
+tiyrowsh > . presses ISA 016 010 And gladness <08057 +simchah > is taken <00622 +>acaph > away , and joy 
<01524 +giyl > out of the plentiful <03759 +karmel > field ; and in the vineyards <03754 +kerem > there shall be 
no <03808 +lo> > singing <07442 +ranan > , neither <03808 +lo> > shall there be shouting <00731 +>arzah > : 
the treaders <01869 +darak > shall tread <01869 +darak > out no <03808 +lo> > wine <03196 +yayin > in [ their 
] {presses} <03342 +yeqeb > ; I have made [ their vintage ] shouting <01959 +heydad > to cease <07673 
+shabath > . thy presses shall burst out with new wine treading wine presses on - presses , 3342 , - winepresses , 
3342 , presses -3342 fats , izri , {presses} , pressfat , wine , winepress , winepresses , winepresses -3342 fats , izri ,
presses , pressfat , wine , winepress , {winepresses} , presses 3342 -- yeqeb -- fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(- 
press). presses 3342 ## yeqeb {yeh'-keb}; from an unused root meaning to excavate; a trough (as dug out); 
specifically, a wine-vat (whether the lower one, into which the juice drains; or the upper, in which the grapes are 
crushed): -- fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(-press). [ql presses 016 010 Isa /^{presses /I have made their vintage 
shouting to cease . presses 013 015 Neh /^{presses /on the sabbath , and bringing in sheaves , and lading asses ; as
also wine , grapes , and figs , and all manner of burdens , which they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day : 
and I testified against them in the day wherein they sold victuals . presses 003 010 Pro /^{presses /shall burst out 
with new wine . winepresses 024 011 Job /^{winepresses /and suffer thirst . winepresses 048 033 Jer 
/^{winepresses /none shall tread with shouting ; their shouting shall be no shouting . presses 3 - winepresses 3 - 
presses In those days saw I in Judah [some] treading wine {presses} on the sabbath, and bringing in sheaves, and 
lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which they brought into Jerusalem on the 
sabbath day: a nd I testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold victuals. presses So shall thy barns be 
filled with plenty, and thy {presses} shall burst out with new wine. presses And gladness is taken away, and joy 
out of the plentiful field; and in the vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting: the treaders
shall tread out no wine in [their] {presses}; I have made [their vintage] sho uting to cease. 



presses , ISA , 16:10 presses , NE , 13:15 presses , PR , 3:10 winepresses , ZEC , 14:10 winepresses , JER , 48:33 
winepresses , JOB , 24:11



God 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + {God} forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no 
(X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql Often 3361 # me {may}; a primary 
particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) 
lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- 
any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, 
that not, un[-taken], without. {Often} used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 
3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql any 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- {any} but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, 
+ lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql appear 
3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai 
{op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open 
eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and 
from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically 
its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- 
{appear}, look, see, shew self.[ql but 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any {but} (that), X forbear, + God forbid, 
+ lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql cannot 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [{can-]not}, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql compounds 3361 # me {may}; a 
primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in {compounds} in substantially the same relations. 
See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql forbear 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X 
{forbear}, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql forbid 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God {forbid}, 
+ lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 #
me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not,
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds {in} substantially the same relations. 
See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X 
forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise {in}), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql in 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses
an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer 
[whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, 



neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used {in} 
compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql lack 3361 #
me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not,
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + {lack}, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See 
also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql lest 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation 
(whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative 
implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + 
God forbid, + lack, {lest}, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], 
without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 
3375, 3378.[ql look 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary 
(middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to 
gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes simply 
voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, 
and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a 
watching from a distance): -- appear, {look}, see, shew self.[ql neither 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, {neither}, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql never 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, {never}, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql no 3361 
# me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) 
not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an 
affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, {no} (X wise in), 
none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same 
relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql none 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), {none}, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql nor 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, {nor}, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql not 3361 
# me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) 
not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an 
affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), 
none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that {not}, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same 
relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql nothing 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, {nothing}, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql relations 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially the same {relations}. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql same 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 



(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 
expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the 
{same} relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql see 3700 # optanomai 
{op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; 
which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at 
something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, 
which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically its intensive
2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- appear, look, 
{see}, shew self.[ql self 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a (middle voice) prolonged form of the primary 
(middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to 
gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and thus differing from 991, which denotes simply 
voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, 
and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a 
watching from a distance): -- appear, look, see, shew {self}.[ql shew 3700 # optanomai {op-tan'-om-ahee}; a 
(middle voice) prolonged form of the primary (middle voice) optomai {op'-tom- ahee}; which is used for it in 
certain tenses; and both as alternate of 3708; to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at something remarkable; and 
thus differing from 991, which denotes simply voluntary observation; and from 1492, which expresses merely 
mechanical, passive or casual vision; while 2300, and still more emphatically its intensive 2334, signifies an 
earnest but more continued inspection; and 4648 a watching from a distance): -- appear, look, see, {shew} self.[ql 
substantially 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute 
denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 
3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, 
no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in 
{substantially} the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql that 3361 # me {may}; 
a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, 
(conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative 
one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, 
[can-]not, nothing, {that} not, un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. 
See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql that 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified 
negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an 
interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but ({that}), 
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql the 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used in 
compounds in substantially {the} same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql un 3361 
# me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) 
not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an 
affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), 
none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, {un}[-taken], without. Often used in compounds in substantially the same 
relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql used 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of 
qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as 
an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that),
X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, 
un[-taken], without. Often {used} in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 
3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql wise 3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 
expresses an absolute denial); (adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a 
negative answer [whereas 3756 expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + 
lack, lest, neither, never, no (X {wise} in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], without. Often used 
in compounds in substantially the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql without 
3361 # me {may}; a primary particle of qualified negation (whereas 3756 expresses an absolute denial); 
(adverbially) not, (conjunctionally) lest; also (as an interrogative implying a negative answer [whereas 3756 



expects an affirmative one]) whether: -- any but (that), X forbear, + God forbid, + lack, lest, neither, never, no (X 
wise in), none, nor, [can-]not, nothing, that not, un[-taken], {without}. Often used in compounds in substantially 
the same relations. See also 3362, 3363, 3364, 3372, 3373, 3375, 3378.[ql







presses -3342 fats , izri , {presses} , pressfat , wine , winepress , winepresses , winepresses -3342 fats , izri , 
presses , pressfat , wine , winepress , {winepresses} ,



presses 3342 -- yeqeb -- fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(- press).







presses 3342 ## yeqeb {yeh'-keb}; from an unused root meaning to excavate; a trough (as dug out); specifically, a 
wine-vat (whether the lower one, into which the juice drains; or the upper, in which the grapes are crushed): -- 
fats, {presses}, press-fat, wine(-press). [ql
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presses Interlinear Index Study presses NEH 013 015 . In those <01992 +hem > days <03117 +yowm > saw 
<07200 +ra>ah > I in Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > [ some ] treading <01869 +darak > wine {presses} on the 
sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , and bringing <00935 +bow> > in sheaves <06194 + , and lading <06006 + asses 
<02543 +chamowr > ; as also <00637 +>aph > wine <03196 +yayin > , grapes <06025 + , and figs <08384 
+t@>en > , and all <03605 +kol > [ manner of ] burdens <04853 +massa> > , which they brought <00935 +bow> 
> into Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > on the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > day <03117 +yowm > : and I 
testified <05749 + [ against them ] in the day <03117 +yowm > wherein they sold <04376 +makar > victuals 
<06718 +tsayid > . presses PRO 003 010 So shall thy barns <00618 +>acam > be filled <04390 +male> > with 
plenty <07647 +saba< > , and thy {presses} <03342 +yeqeb > shall burst <06555 +parats > out with new <08492 
+tiyrowsh > wine <08492 +tiyrowsh > . presses ISA 016 010 And gladness <08057 +simchah > is taken <00622 
+>acaph > away , and joy <01524 +giyl > out of the plentiful <03759 +karmel > field ; and in the vineyards 
<03754 +kerem > there shall be no <03808 +lo> > singing <07442 +ranan > , neither <03808 +lo> > shall there 
be shouting <00731 +>arzah > : the treaders <01869 +darak > shall tread <01869 +darak > out no <03808 +lo> > 
wine <03196 +yayin > in [ their ] {presses} <03342 +yeqeb > ; I have made [ their vintage ] shouting <01959 
+heydad > to cease <07673 +shabath > .



thy presses shall burst out with new wine treading wine presses on 



presses Isa_16_10 /^{presses /I have made their vintage shouting to cease . presses Neh_13_15 /^{presses /on the 
sabbath , and bringing in sheaves , and lading asses ; as also wine , grapes , and figs , and all manner of burdens , 
which they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day : and I testified against them in the day wherein they sold 
victuals . presses Pro_03_10 /^{presses /shall burst out with new wine . winepresses Job_24_11 /^{winepresses 
/and suffer thirst . winepresses Jer_48_33 /^{winepresses /none shall tread with shouting ; their shouting shall be 
no shouting .



presses 3 - winepresses 3 -



- presses , 3342 , - winepresses , 3342 , 



presses In those days saw I in Judah [some] treading wine {presses} on the sabbath, and bringing in sheaves, and 
lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all [manner of] burdens, which they brought into Jerusalem on the 
sabbath day: a nd I testified [against them] in the day wherein they sold victuals. presses So shall thy barns be 
filled with plenty, and thy {presses} shall burst out with new wine. presses And gladness is taken away, and joy 
out of the plentiful field; and in the vineyards there shall be no singing, neither shall there be shouting: the treaders
shall tread out no wine in [their] {presses}; I have made [their vintage] sho uting to cease.
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